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Annotation. Public speech represents a highly important factor of communication in modern society. The following 2 different terms are used for this purpose in Lithuanian language – public speech (lith.: viešoji kalba) and public speaking (lith.: viešasis kalbėjimas). Although they sound similar and often are used as synonymous, they slightly differ in meaning. Public speaking is a wider concept, covering both spoken and written texts, whereas public speech deals with only spoken ones. It is suitable for discussion of academic speeches of students. Academic speeches represent one of the types of public speeches based on topics and field of activity of the speaker.

With the aim to find out the attitude of students towards public speeches and their feelings experienced while speaking a questionnaire survey was conducted involving the 2nd year students studying under the study program on Law and Pre-trial Investigation in the Faculty of Public Security of Mykolas Romeris University (MRU). This survey showed the major concern to arise due to audience and this emotion is mostly experienced right before saying the public speech or in its course. Some of respondents reported their anxiety to disappear once they finish their public speech. Respondents also reported various uncontrollable physiological experiences such as irritability, worry. Investigation showed that despite the selected specialty there are very few students willing to talk in public. Very limited number of them tends to experience pleasant feelings while standing in front of the audience and talking.
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INTRODUCTION

Public speech represents a highly important factor of communication in modern society. The number of situations keeps increasing where even ordinary member of a society needs to talk in public, and public speech becomes one of the aspects based on which he/she is then assessed as a human. Academic environment of a higher education university institution is not an exclusion. Secondary schools involve less oral examinations, school-children are not always taught subjects of rhetoric and public speaking, consequently public speech may turn out to be a true challenge for some of university students. On the other hand, importance of the ability to appropriately speak in public varies among specialities of students. However it is clearly relevant for future lawyers, i. e. the students of the study program on Law and Pre-trial Investigation in the Faculty of Public Security of Mykolas Romeris University (MRU). The nature of their studies and specificity of their future work determines the need to be able to
expressively speak in public, communicate one’s thoughts clearly and to be very precise and specific. In contrast to other specialities, for example, managers, public relations experts, representatives of this particular specialty can’t afford speechmaking, long and mindless talking as it will not bring them positive appraisal. However, for some students public speaking is far from pleasant undertaking, and for some it is simply a huge self try-out requiring to overcome their internal fears, namely the fear of audience, to learn to communicate with an audience using eye-contact, to develop an ability not only to read out loud the text, but also to comment on it, to be able to speak without having a drafted text, etc. Academic public speech mostly deals with the presentation of research papers, communications during workshops. This environment is acting as a springboard towards a much more public speaking during court proceedings, communication with suspects and victims, etc.

The subject of this research paper – the attitude of 2nd year students studying under the study program on Law and Pre-trial Investigation in the Faculty of Public Security of MRU towards speaking public speeches and the feelings experienced by them while speaking in public.

The objective of this research paper – to analyze the attitude of 2nd year students studying under the study program on Law and Pre-trial Investigation in the Faculty of Public Security of MRU towards the necessity of speaking public speech, and feelings experienced by them while speaking in public in front the audience.

To achieve the above-specified objective the following tasks were set:

1. To discuss the concept of public speech, its purpose and pertinent problems.
2. To analyze findings of questionnaire survey that reveal attitude of students towards speaking public speeches, and the feelings experienced by them while speaking in public.
3. To summarize obtained findings and results.

For the purpose of the research under consideration 55 2nd year students studying under the study program on Law and Pre-trial Investigation in the Faculty of Public Security of MRU were involved in questionnaire survey. They were presented with questionnaires and filled them in anonymously in written. Research was conducted in 2016. Students were presented with total 13 questions, one portion of them being associated with their attitude towards the necessity of speaking public speeches, the other one – with the feelings
experienced by them while speaking in public, and the last one – with their willingness to do it.

For the purpose of research analysis, methods of mathematical calculation and questionnaire survey were used enabling to gather information and reveal the things that most frequently disturb and disrupt public speaking. Theoretical review of public speeches used descriptive method that helps revealing the scientific environment of the subject under investigation. The analytical method was used for the purpose of analysis and interpretation of survey findings.

THE CONCEPT OF PUBLIC SPEECH

The following 2 different terms are used in Lithuanian language – public speech (lith.: viešoji kalba) and public speaking (lith.: viešasis kalbėjimas). Although they sound similar and often are used as synonymous, they slightly differ in meaning. Public speaking is a wider concept than public speech the latter being limited by particular factors (the pretext of speaking, pre-defined topic, specific location, specified duration, etc.), whereas public speaking covers both spoken and written texts. Thus, when dealing with only spoken texts, the concept of public speech should be used. It is also suitable for discussion of academic speeches of students. Academic speeches represent one of the types of public speeches based on topics and field of activity of the speaker. They are usually spoken orally adding some visual aids (presentations, videos and audio materials). Preparation of appropriate visual materials also requires for specific linguistic skills to ensure conception of the relation between the displayed aid and the speech delivered, to prevent additional aids from overwhelming the very speech, to make them clearly visible (legible, audible), to prevent them from being too abstract or being overloaded with the information. Otherwise speaking, to make it possible for the audience to see (read) and to listen for the speaker.

Respectively, public speech is a unique way of communicating, a specific spoken form of language, an organized communication, however it is different from the communication itself in that the latter is more used for communicating and interchanging of information

---

whereas the public speech is a monologue spoken by the speaker on the specific topic for the pre-arranged audience.³

The complexity of public speech resides not so much in its preparation but in its direct contact to the audience of listeners. Very often the speaker has not only to consider the speaking of the speech and to select appropriate material for it, but also to get ready for distinct reactions of the audience. Proper preparation of the speech is only one of several parts of speaking public speeches as direct interaction with the audience is equally important. Respectively, the following 2 stages of the speaker’s action are distinguished: pre-communicative and communicative. The core aspect of the pre-communicative stage is knowledge and ability to clearly and logically put thoughts into one’s public speech, whereas that of the communicative stage – delivery of the speech and communication with the audience, alternatively, feedback. It is the feedback that is the major concern for of speakers as text preparation and search for information is predominantly controlled by the speaker himself whereas feedback cannot be controlled in the same manner. It is only possible to have excellent skills of communication with any type of audience, to be capable of answering the most inconvenient questions, etc., however these skills are not to be learnt from textbooks, even practice for some persons is not always helpful in developing such skills. It is absolutely necessary to have a gift eloquence in order to be able to get out of any situation. On the other hand, each speaker is wishing for a positive feedback, as he/she puts lots of efforts in preparing the speech and is expecting for good appraisal from the audience, however at the same time he/she is afraid he/she will not make it. Although the function of academic speeches is more informative one, i.e. they are intended for keeping others informed, clarification, proving, advising⁴, one should remember that even assuming their nature these speeches have to invoke interest and attract attention of the audience. Of course, the features characteristic to the style of informative speech such as clarity, consistency, accuracy, must be maintained. It’s worth noting that very similar features are characteristic to the legal speeches, out of which the adjudication and accusatory speeches fulfil informative function, too. Therefore, academic and legal public speeches share common features and serve to fulfil the same function.

CHALLENGES IN SPEAKING PUBLIC SPEECHES

Public speech as a form of communication has to be developed through practice because theoretical knowledge alone cannot help to become a good speaker. Practice is identified as one of the means to get rid of the fear of audience. The majore “betrayer” of the speaker’s anxiety is his/her body and its physiology. Tremulous voice, sweaty palms, flush cheeks, etc., is what audience will notice, and what doubles the anxiety of the speaker – because of himself/herself and because the audience sees it all too.

The survey of 2nd year students studying under the study program on Law and Pre-trial Investigation in the Faculty of Public Security of MRU was aimed at revealing the necessity of speaking public speech for lawyers as well as finding out their feelings as of speakers while speaking in public. The questionnaire was comprised of total 13 questions. Answers of 55 students were obtained. Data were calculated using the method of mathematical calculation that was supposed to reveal the most characteristic features of the feelings experienced when speaking in public. The aim was also to find out if student have ever talked in public before or during studies.

The first statement of the survey To my opinion, speaking public speeches is... was matched by the answer important for the lawyer by all of the respondents. Other available answers, namely not so very important for the lawyer, not important at all for the lawyer were not selected. It shows that students understand the significance and necessity of public speeches. The second statement was aimed at finding out if the ability to speak cannot be considered as a good cover to conceal the lack of one’s knowledge in law; for this reason the following three options were made available: For the lawyer: it is important to possess knowledge in law and the ability to speak convincingly; it is not so very necessary to possess knowledge in law, however it is increasingly important to be able to speak convincingly; and it is important to possess knowledge in law, but ability to speak convincingly is not necessary. Majority of students responded by choosing Option 1, 2 students – Option 3, and only 1 student – Option 2. It leads to the conclusion that students do not tend to confuse linguistic manipulations with the possession of knowledge in law. However, attitudes of respondents turned out to be different when answering about the appropriate time frame required for preparation of the excellent speech. 32 students reported that preparation must take 5–6 days, and 23 students opted for 3–4 days. None of the respondents chose shorter time frame. It
shows a responsible attitude towards speaking in public and public appearance. Of course, different persons need different preparations for speaking in public, consequently their dedicated time frame for this purpose may differ.

Another group of questions was aimed at seeing if students have ever talked in public before and if such opportunities are available for them during their studies. As many as 40 out of 55 respondents reported that they have talked in public before, mainly indicating various events, camps, students’ scientific conferences, etc. Some of respondents have even mentioned examinations and course credit tests where they have to speak in public. They were excluded from the above-mentioned number as the examinations were taken by every student. Unfortunately, only few students have spoken in public during the years of their studies (when taking part in the scientific conference and giving a lecture to the audience of the Third Age University (U3A). Should presentations of research papers, speaking in workshops and lectures count, all the respondents would be included. The following contraposition becomes obvious: students who have been active at their schools and had plenty of opportunities to speak in public, now when they are university students, do not realize their potential of speaking in public. The question if they are not willing to do so themselves or too little events are held in the faculty and they are faced with fiercer competition is worth further consideration. On the other hand, their public speeches tend to obtain a little bit different nature when they are spoken at workshops and seminars when presenting their research papers. Occasional and informative speeches nevertheless differ in their nature and functions. During seminars students learn to formulate their thoughts in concentrate, reasoned, clear and accurate manner, to express desired information, etc. But in this case the audience remains the same and becomes familiar and one’s very own over time enabling the speaker to relax and forget about the role played by the audience. However, when analyzing students’ responses regarding their sensation when speaking in public, this factor does not add them any self-confidence. Statements of this particular type offered several answer options to choose from. Out of the options to describe one’s sensations when speaking in public – it’s pleasant/ unpleasant, as many as 37 of respondents reported that it is unpleasant as I feel uncomfortable when being watched by the audience. The answer I feel unpleasant because I am afraid of the audience reactions was selected for 25 times, and I feel unconfident about my linguistic knowledge was marked by 16 students. All these answers
belong to the category it’s unpleasant. There were significantly less students who chose the opposite option, i.e. it’s pleasant: 13 students marked I feel pleasant because meeting the audience is a challenge for me and it’s fun for me to face it, and there were 11 respondents who reported that I feel pleasant because I can speak my thoughts and opinion in public. Only 1 of the respondents marked the answer I feel pleasant because I enjoy the attention of the audience. Given the above discussed findings it’s true to suggest that speaking public speeches is associated with unpleasant sensation by students, which is mainly caused by the anxiety due to audience. Probably the factor of audience is rightly mentioned as the audience is the one who watches and notices all the signs of worry of the speaker. The questioned students reported that before they start speaking in public they experience trembling hands / legs and flushed cheeks that were indicated by 30 and 29 students, respectively. Other signs of being worried, namely entire body feels shaky and sweaty palms were selected by 25 students, whereas 16 students indicated that they have dry mouth. Only 1 student indicated that he feels normally. The audience as the most formidable factor also remains at the start of speaking in public. This was indicated by 25 students out of all the respondents. Statements I gain self-confidence and I start being more worried were chosen by almost the same number of respondents (21 and 22 students, respectively), meaning that some of the students when they start speaking stop being worried and start feeling self-confident, whereas others – on the contrary. The first ones are mainly worried only about the very start of speaking only while they are waiting for their turn to come to start speaking in front of the audience, whereas the others do not feel revealed after they start speaking, they feel even more worried. An extreme concern and fear is felt by the students who indicated that I want to run and return to my seat and I feel so concerned that I can barely breathe (11 and 2, respectively). Persons usually are willing to escape from uncomfortable condition as soon as possible to feel safe again. The state of students who indicated they find it hard to breathe is of particular concern because it indicates the true fear of the audience.

However, concern and anxiety is more prevalent only when preparing for speaking public speech and when speaking, whereas at the closure of the speech, majority feel this concern to disappear, they feel relieved. This sign was indicated by 48 students as one of the factors of sensation at the end of the public speech. However the factor of the audience still remains important – 29 students reported that I wonder what the audience thinks of me.
Sometimes students (15 and 11, respectively) feel disappointed because they have spoken not everything they have planned or still feel concerned. Anxiety, concern and worry as well as desire to escape from the uncomfortable condition is what actually prevents them from relaxing, and when being stressed people normally cannot think freely resulting in some of the information to be skipped and not spoken. In these cases written draft of the speech or at least its sketch could be of huge help. There were only 6 students who reported that they tend to admire themselves and their speech. It makes an impression that even those who indicated that they felt concerned before they started speaking or during the speech, at the end they admired their speaking performance. Consequently, it leads to the conclusion that anxiety is caused by the fear to fail, to perform poorly, to say something inappropriate but not the true fear of the audience.

The basis for speaking public speeches is sort of formed by the verbal action however the non-verbal factor remains highly relevant here although it is not so much obvious and noticeable. When students were given a question if they strive to control their gestures and mimic when speaking 28 respondents responded with the following: I put my efforts to control my gestures and facial expressions. Two rather contrary statements, namely I use gestures and facial expressions as additional means to contribute to my public speech and I do not attempt to control anything as I am afraid to forget the text due to being worried were indicated by approximately the same number of students – 10 and 12, respectively. Whereas the option I do not attempt to control anything as I don’t care about it at all was chosen by 5 students. These findings show that students are cautious about speaking the speech in public and they tend to think not only about the text but also about the way they behave and look in front of the audience, and they also attempt to use non-verbal means to add to the speech that they deliver.

Findings of the questionnaire survey show that students feel anxious and uncomfortable when speaking in public although rather many of them previously were event moderators at their schools and repeatedly took part in conferences, etc. This conclusion is also augmented and justified by the question if they are going to speak in public in the future. More than half of the respondents indicated that If only it is possible, I’d rather not speak in public in the future. Responses I will be speaking in public and I will do what my superior awards showed equal distribution – 13 and 11 students, respectively. Despite the available experience and
public speeches delivered as part of their studies, students are reluctant to speak in public. Only very few of them indicated that they were going to this in the future, too.

In summary, public speech is a challenge for a student requiring considerable efforts. Generally, public speeches are spoken only if necessary, i.e. in cases of defending completed assignments and presenting research papers, however there are few who would volunteer for speaking in front of the audience.

CONCLUSIONS

Public speech is distinguished as a unique form of communication because of its specificity of speaking in front of the audience, to inform audience about something, etc. The concept of public speech should not be confused with the communication or the term of public speaking. Both of them cover much wider concept of communications. Public speech is distinguished by its monologic spoken form, and it is mostly intended for the smaller or bigger audience. It is the factor of the audience that is most frequently indicated as the one causing most of the anxiety and worries for the speakers who are afraid of the audience reactions, their attitude towards the speaker, even if he/she is well familiar with the audience.

Questionnaire survey of the 2nd year students studying under the study program on Law and Pre-trial Investigation in the Faculty of Public Security of MRU revealed that major concern occurs due to the audience and before starting to deliver the public speech or in its course. For some of respondents this concern and worry disappears when they finish speaking the public speech. Various uncontrollable physiological experiences mentioned by respondents also show their anxiety and concern. The investigation showed that despite their chose specialty there are very few students willing to speak in public. Only very few of them feel pleasant sensations when standing in front of the audience and speaking to it. It is much easier for the speaker to communicate when not being watched by the audience.
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